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 Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of estimating
simultaneously a linear function of both the state and unknown
input of linear system with unknown inputs. By adopting the
descriptor system approach, the problem can be conveniently
solved. Observers proposed in this paper are of low-order and
do not include the derivatives of the outputs. New conditions
for the existence of reduced-order observers are derived. A
design procedure for the determination of the observer
parameters can also be easily derived based on the derived
existence conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper, we present some new results on designing
reduced-order observers that can estimate simultaneously a
linear function of both the state and unknown input of linear
system with unknown inputs. Let us consider a system
described by
)()()()( tDdtButAxtx ++= (1a)
)()()( tWdtCxty += (1b)
where ,)( ntx ℜ∈ rty ℜ∈)( , mtu ℜ∈)( and qtd ℜ∈)( are
the state, measured output, input and unknown input,
respectively. Matrices ,A B , D , C and W are known real
constant and of appropriate dimensions. It is assumed that
rCrank =)( , qr ≥ and the system ),,,( WCDA satisfies
the well-known minimum phase condition.
For the above system (1), the problem of estimating the
state and unknown input has been a subject of widespread
interest in the literature (see, for example [1]-[8] and the
references therein). Unlike the existing work in the literature
[1]-[8], the aim of this paper is to design a reduced-order
asymptotic observer to estimate a linear function of the state,
)(tx , and the unknown input, )(td . The approach adopted in
this paper is based on the Descriptor System Approach [9].
Let us define an augmented state vector, )(tω , where
)(
)(
)()( qn
td
tx
t +ℜ∈»¼
º«¬
ª
=ω . Accordingly, the system (1) can be
expressed as
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)()()( tButAtE += ωω (2a)
)()( tCty ω= (2b)
where ]0[ qnnIE ×= , [ ]DAA = and [ ]WCC = .
Remark 1: System (2) belongs to a class of descriptor
systems. The problem of designing a reduced-order observer
to estimate a linear function of the state, )(tx , and the
unknown input, )(td , now becomes that of designing a
reduced-order observer to estimate a linear function of the
state, )(tω , of system (2). Thus this work is essentially the
design of linear functional observers for the descriptor
systems (2).
Let us define the following functional state vector,
ptz ℜ∈)( , where
)()( tLtz ω= , (3)
and )( qnpL +×ℜ∈ is a given constant matrix. Without loss of
generality, it is assumed that pLrank =)( and
)()( qnpr
L
C
rank +≤+=»¼
º«¬
ª
.
Here, we are interested in designing a reduced-order
observer to estimate ptz ℜ∈)( . Let us consider the following
observer structure of order p for the system (2)
)()()(ˆ tMyttz += ξ (4a)
)()()()( tHutJytNt ++= ξξ (4b)
where pt ℜ∈)(ξ and )(ˆ tz denotes the estimate of ).(tz
Matrices ,N ,J H and M are to be determined such that
)(ˆ tz converges asymptotically to )(tz (i.e. )()(ˆ tztz → as
∞→t ).
Remark 2: If we are only interested in the estimation of
the unknown input (i.e. )(td ), then matrix L is chosen as:
]0[ qnq IL ×= . Likewise, if we are only interested in
estimating a linear combination of the states (say, )(1 txL ),
then L takes the form: ]0[ 1 qpLL ×= . Thus, (3) provides a
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great degree of flexibility and allows any linear combination
of the state and unknown input be defined and estimated.
Note that when )( qn
L
C
rank +=»¼
º«¬
ª (i.e. »¼
º«¬
ª
L
C is a square and
nonsingular matrix), then an )( rqn −+ -order observer for
)(tω can be obtained, where »¼
º«¬
ª»¼
º«¬
ª
=»¼
º«¬
ª
=
−
)(
)(ˆ
)(ˆ
)(ˆ)(ˆ
1
ty
tz
L
C
td
tx
tω .
II. MAIN RESULTS
Let npX ×ℜ∈ be a full-row rank matrix and define error
vectors pt ℜ∈)(ε and pte ℜ∈)( as
)()()( tXEtt ωξε −= , (5a)
and
)()(ˆ)( tztzte −= . (5b)
The following theorem provides a sufficient condition for
ensuring that )(ˆ tz converges asymptotically to )(tz .
Theorem 1: There exists an observer of the form (4) for the
system (2) so that )()(ˆ tztz → as ∞→t provided that the
following matrix equations hold.
,0=−+ AXCJNXE N is Hurwitz, (6)
0=−+ LCMXE , (7)
XBH = . (8)
Proof: From (5a), the following error dynamics equation is
obtained
)()()( tXEtt ωξε  −= )(tNε= )()( tAXCJNXE ω−++
)()( tuXBH −+ . (9)
From (5b), the error vector )(te can be expressed as
)()()()( tLCMXEtte ωε −++= . (10)
From (9) and (10), it is clear that 0)( →te as ∞→t if the
matrix equations (6)-(8) of Theorem 1 are satisfied. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 3: In order to derive the parameters of the linear
functional observer (4), we will need to solve equations (6)-
(8) of Theorem 1 for the unknown matrices ,N ,X ,J M
and H . The following theorem will provide the necessary
and sufficient conditions for the solvability of matrix
equations (6)-(7) of Theorem 1 (note that matrix H is
obtained from (8) once matrix X is solved).
Theorem 2: The matrix equations (6)-(7) of Theorem 1 are
completely solvable if and only if the following two
conditions hold
Condition 1:
»»
»»
»
¼
º
««
««
«
¬
ª
=
»»
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
««
¬
ª
0
0
0
0
0
0
L
E
C
CAC
rank
L
E
C
CAC
LLA
rank
u
u
u
,
»»¼
º
««¬
ª
=
+× )(0 qnq
u
A
A ; (11)
Condition 2:
»»
»»
»
¼
º
««
««
«
¬
ª
=
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
¬
ª −−
0
0
0
0
0
)(
L
E
C
CAC
rank
E
C
CAC
LLAsL
rank
u
u
u
,
0)Re(, ≥∈∀ ss C . (12)
Proof: By letting »»¼
º
««¬
ª
=
+× )(0 qnq
u
A
A , then matrix A can be
expressed as
u
EAA = . (13)
Substituting (7) and (13) into (6), the following equation is
obtained
»¼
º«¬
ª
−=
C
ACTMLANL u
u
][ , (14)
where
NMJT −= . (15)
Post-multiply both sides of (14) by the following full-row
rank matrix
][)]([ 21)( SSLLILS qn =−= +++ , (16)
(note: here += LS1 (the pseudo inverse of L ) and
LLIS qn
+
+ −= )(2 (the projection) with the property ,012 =SS
hence qnSrankSrankSrank +=+= )()()( 21 ) yields the
following two equations
−= 1SLAN u 1][ SC
ACTM u »¼
º«¬
ª (17)
and
2][ SC
ACTM u »¼
º«¬
ª
2SLAu= . (18)
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Equations (18) and (7) can now be written in an augmented
matrix equation as follows
Ψ=Ω][ XTM , (19)
where )(2)2( qnrn +×+ℜ∈Ω and )(2 qnp +×ℜ∈Ψ are known matrices
and are defined as
»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª
=Ω
E
SC
CSAC
u
0
02
2
, (20)
and
][ 2 LSLAu=Ψ . (21)
From (19), we can derive the necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a solution of the unknown
matrix, i.e. ][ XTM . Then, by substituting the solution
(i.e. ][ TM ) into (17), the necessary and sufficient
condition for ensuring that matrix N be Hurwitz can be
derived. Finally, by using (15), matrix J can be derived. As
a result, all the unknown matrices ,N ,X ,J M and H
that satisfy the matrix equations (6)-(8) of the Theorem 1 are
obtained.
Now, in (19), there exists a solution to the unknown
matrix ][ XTM if and only if the following condition
holds
)(Ω=»¼
º«¬
ª
Ω
Ψ
rankrank ,
i.e.
»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª
=
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
¬
ª
E
SC
CSAC
rank
E
SC
CSAC
LSLA
rank
u
u
u
0
0
0
0 2
2
2
2
2
. (22)
It is easy to show that the Condition 1 of Theorem 2 is
equivalent to the condition (22) (note: To show that (11) is
equivalent to (22), post-multiply both sides of (11) by a full
row-rank matrix »¼
º«¬
ª
+ )(
21
00
0
qnI
SS ). Therefore upon the
satisfaction of (11), a general solution to (19) is
][ XTM )( )2( +++ ΩΩ−+ΨΩ= rnIZ , (23)
where )2( rnpZ +×ℜ∈ is an arbitrary matrix.
Let us now substituting (23) into (17) to give
21 ZNNN −= , (24)
where
ΓΨΩ−= +11 SLAN u , ΓΩΩ−=
+
+ )( )2(2 rnIN and
»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª
=Γ
0
1
1
SC
SAC
u
. (25)
In (24), 1N and 2N are known matrices, if and only if the
pair ),( 12 NN is detectable, i.e.
p
N
NsI
rank p =»¼
º«¬
ª −
2
1
, 0)Re(, ≥∈∀ ss C , (26)
then the matrix N can be made Hurwitz by the eigenvalue
assignment via an injection matrix Z.
In the following, we will show that the Condition 2 of
Theorem 2 is equivalent to the condition (26) and therefore
ensuring that matrix N is Hurwitz.
First, post-multiply the RHS of (12) by a full row-rank
matrix »¼
º«¬
ª
+ )(
21
00
0
qnI
SS
to give
¸¸
¸¸
¸
¹
·
¨¨
¨¨
¨
©
§
»¼
º«¬
ª
»»
»»
»
¼
º
««
««
«
¬
ª
=
»»
»»
»
¼
º
««
««
«
¬
ª
+ )(
21
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
qn
uu
I
SS
L
E
C
CAC
rank
L
E
C
CAC
rank =
)(Ω+ rankp . (27)
Now, the LHS of (12) can be expressed as follows
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
¬
ª −−
E
C
CAC
LLAsL
rank u
u
0
0
)(
¸¸
¸¸
¸
¹
·
¨¨
¨¨
¨
©
§
»¼
º«¬
ª
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
¬
ª −−
=
+ )(
21
00
0
0
0
)(
qn
u
u
I
SS
E
C
CAC
LLAsL
rank
»¼
º«¬
ª
ΩΓ
Ψ−−
=
)( 1SLAsI
rank up
¸¸
¸¸
¹
·
¨¨
¨¨
©
§
»¼
º«¬
ª
ΩΓ
Ψ−−
»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª
ΩΩ
ΩΩ−
ΨΩ
=
+
+
+
+
)(
0
)(0 1)2(
SLAsI
I
I
rank up
rn
p
»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª
ΩΓΩΩ
−
=
+
0
0
2
1
N
NsI
rank
p
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¸¸
¸
¹
·
¨¨
¨
©
§
»¼
º«¬
ª
ΓΩ−»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª
ΩΓΩΩ
−
=
+
+
+ )(2
2
1 0
0
0
qn
p
p
I
I
N
NsI
rank
][
2
1 Ω+»¼
º«¬
ª −
= rank
N
NsI
rank p , 0)Re(, ≥∈∀ ss C . (28)
It is clear from (27) and (28) that Condition (12) is
equivalent to (26) and therefore provides the necessary and
sufficient condition for matrix N to be Hurwitz. Upon the
satisfaction of the Conditions 1&2 of Theorem 2, then from
(24), we can easily find a matrix gain Z and a stable matrix
N . Once matrix Z is obtained, the unknown matrix
][ XTM is derived from (23). From (8) and (15),
matrices H and J can be derived. This completes the proof
of Theorem 2.
Remark 4: The design of a reduced-order linear
functional observer (4) depends on the satisfaction of the
Conditions 1&2 of Theorem 2. Accordingly, for any given
matrix L, the Conditions 1&2 of Theorem 2 can be easily
tested. If both Conditions hold, then all the observer’s
parameters can be systematically derived, as explained in the
proof of Theorem 2.
In the following, let us further exam the Conditions 1 and
2 of Theorem 2. In doing so, we will look at one special
case where the Conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 2 can be
simplified further and they will be reduced to the well-known
existing conditions.
Special Case: )( qn
L
C
rank +=»¼
º«¬
ª
. For this case, it is clear
that an )( rqn −+ -order observer for )(tω can be designed,
where »¼
º«¬
ª»¼
º«¬
ª
=»¼
º«¬
ª
=
−
)(
)(ˆ
)(ˆ
)(ˆ)(ˆ
1
ty
tz
L
C
td
tx
tω . The following Corollary
provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
solvability of the matrix equations (6)-(7) of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1: When )( qn
L
C
rank +=»¼
º«¬
ª
, then the matrix
equations (6)-(7) of Theorem 1 are completely solvable if
and only if the following two conditions hold
Condition 1: Matrix W is a full-column rank matrix, i.e.
qWrank =)( ; (29)
Condition 2:
»¼
º«¬
ª −−
WC
DAsI
rank n )( qn += , 0)Re(, ≥∈∀ ss C . (30)
Proof: First, let us consider the Condition 1 of Theorem 2.
When )( qn
L
C
rank +=»¼
º«¬
ª
, the RHS of (11) can be written as
»¼
º«¬
ª
++=
»»
»»
»
¼
º
««
««
«
¬
ª
=
»»
»»
»
¼
º
««
««
«
¬
ª
E
C
rankqn
L
C
E
CAC
rank
L
E
C
CAC
rank
uu
)(
0
0
0
0
0
0
)()2( Wrankqn ++= . (31)
Similarly, the LHS of (11) is
»»
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
««
¬
ª
=
»»
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
««
¬
ª
0
0
0
0
0
0
L
C
E
CAC
LLA
rank
L
E
C
CAC
LLA
rank
u
u
u
u
)22()( qn
E
C
L
rankqn +=
»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª
++= (32)
From (31) and (32), it is clear that (11) holds if and only if
qWrank =)( .
Now, the LHS of (12) can be expressed as follows
=
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
¬
ª −−
E
C
CAC
LLAsL
rank u
u
0
0
)(
¸¸
¸¸
¸
¹
·
¨¨
¨¨
¨
©
§
»»
»»
¼
º
««
««
¬
ª −−
»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª −
E
C
CAC
LLAsL
I
I
sGGG
rank u
u
n
r
0
0
)(
000
000
0221
»»
»
¼
º
««
«
¬
ª −−
=
++
E
C
IAsI
rank
qnuqn
0
0
)( )()(
)()( qn
WC
DAsI
rank n ++»¼
º«¬
ª −−
= , 0)Re(, ≥∈∀ ss C , (33)
where
1
21 ][
−
»¼
º«¬
ª
=
C
L
GG . From (31)-(33), Condition 2 of
Theorem 2 is thus reduced to (30). This completes the proof
of Corollary 1.
Remark 5: Condition 1 of Corollary 1 implies that
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0≠W (i.e. the measured output vector must contain
components of direct connection to the unknown inputs) and
the number of outputs must be equal or greater than that of
the unknown inputs (i.e. qr ≥ ). Notably, the later
requirement is a well-known necessary condition in the
design of observers for linear systems with unknown inputs.
Condition 2 of Corollary 1 is also a well-known minimum
phase condition of the system ),,,( WCDA (see, [6]).
Upon the satisfaction of the Conditions 1&2 of Corollary
1, the design of a )( rqn −+ -order observer for )(tω can
now be performed according to the following step-by-step
design procedure.
Step 1: Choose any )()( qnrqn +×−+ matrix L such that
)()( qnqn
L
C +×+ℜ∈»¼
º«¬
ª
is nonsingular. This can always be
easily done since matrix C is a full row-rank matrix.
Step 2: Use equations (25) to obtain matrices 1N and 2N .
From (24), obtain a matrix gain Z and a stable matrix
N .
Step 3: From (23), obtain the unknown matrix
][ XTM .
Step 4: Obtain matrices H and J from (8) and (15),
respectively.
Step 5: Finally, a )( rqn −+ -order observer for )(tω is
obtained, where
»¼
º«¬
ª»¼
º«¬
ª
=»¼
º«¬
ª
=
−
)(
)(ˆ
)(ˆ
)(ˆ)(ˆ
1
ty
tz
L
C
td
tx
tω .
III. CONCLUSION
This paper has addressed the problem of estimating
simultaneously a linear function of both the state and
unknown input of linear system with unknown inputs. Here,
the problem has been solved by adopting the descriptor
system approach. The observers proposed in this paper have
the advantages of having the order the same as the dimension
of the vector to be estimated. It has been shown that when
the dimension of the vector to be estimated is full, then the
conditions derived in this paper are the same as those
derived in the literature. The results of this paper can be
regarded as more general and thus extend the existing work
[1]-[8] to include estimation of a linear function of both
state/unknown input.
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